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LiNbO3 168 0.025 63.2 0.74 0.5 0.16

Quartz 0.3 0.25 42.4 0.93 3 0.23

The intense terahertz (THz) pulses facilitate the observation of various nonlinear optical effects and manipulation of material properties. In this

work, we report a convenient approach that can produce strong broadband terahertz pulses with center frequency tunable between 2-4 THz.

The coherent THz light source with pulse energy of 1.2 microjoule can be generated from a low-cost crystalline quartz pumped by an

ultrashort tilted wave-front pulse. Thanks to the wide transparent spectral window and high damage threshold, our theoretical analysis and

experiment show that the optical rectification in quartz is as efficient as that in LiNbO3, but covers much broader spectral range. This work not

only provides the light source that is urgently needed for nonlinear THz spectroscopy beyond 1 THz, but offers an alternative route in the

selection of nonlinear optical crystals for optical frequency conversion.

For THz generation in TPF scheme, quartz 

has following advantages over LN:

(1)Weaker absorption and wider transparent 

window

(2)Lower dispersion of TPF angle

(3)Smaller TPF angle leading to smaller 

angular GVD, leading longer 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓
(4)Smaller intrinsic GVD

(5)Higher laser-induced damaged threshold

(6)Lower cost

IV. Conclusion

we have reported a new method for generation of intense high-frequency

terahertz pulses. Instead of choosing a nonlinear crystal with large 𝜒(2), other

nonlinear crystals with high damage threshold and wide transparent window

may also be efficient THz emitters. As a demonstration, we used tilted pulse

front scheme to pump a wedge-shape a-quartz crystal by 2.5mJ 36fs 800nm

NIR pulse with transient intensity of 0.1J/cm2. The THz radiation with pulse

energy up to 1.2 μJ can be obtained that covers 0-6 THz with center frequency

tunable from 2-4 THz. The energy conversion efficiency up to 0.05% was

obtained for the 36 fs pump, but may reach beyond 0.12% if a 100fs pump

pulse is used accordingly to our calculation.
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